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THE CASE FOR THE PROJECT
METHOD NOT YET
COMPLETE
The National Society for the Study of
Education publishes in its Twentieth Year
Book the report of the Committee on New
Materials in Education. The verbal reports
given in open meeting at Atlantic City centered about project teaching. The case for
this newer movement in education was presented with irresistible enthusiasm. There
were some reservations made against it, however. Dr. Frank McMurry voiced the plaint
that his work of years on Minimum Essentials must be fruitless if the newer conception
of suitable materials be generally accepted. An
auditor complained that he could not learn
either from the verbal reports or the discussion whether project teaching is subject matter or method.
While these are individual
view points they call attention to an ill-considered enthusiasm which demands a sweeping
reform in the name of the project method before an assured position has been found for
it.
It is not Dr. McMurry alone who is
concerned with this sudden change of emphasis. There are many who were helped
and strengthened by the Fourteenth and Sixteenth Year Books of the National Society
to whom this sudden volte face Will be disturbing; unless they are able to maintain
that introduction of new materials does not
mean scrapping the old and proven matter.
Though education be life instead of for life
and though real experiences must needs play
a large part in education, project teaching can
find no license even in the most liberal modern dicta for attributing educational worth
to every datum of experience.
Relative
significance and potency must still be considered. Both those who are shaken on their
educational foundations and those who are
apt to be over enthusiastic in their claims
for project teaching will do well to regard
Bliss Perry's comment on the advocates of
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free verse. He says that they mistake intense feeling for intense expression.
Paraphrasing, We may say with justice that extensive enthusiasm ought not to supplant too
readily the values of intensive thought and
practice. Only a Teshoo Lama, in an induced cataleptic state, can see all things and
all places at one time and as having equal
significance. Santayana, also, in Reason in
Science lends an element of counsel. He says,
"Not even the rudest superstition can
be criticised or dislodged scientifically
save by another general rule, more exact
and more trustworthy than the superstition,"
And again,
"Science consists of general ideas which
look for verification in events and which
find it. Science by this flight into the
general lends immediate experience an interest and scope which its parts taken
blindly could never possess; since If we remained sunk in the moments of existence
and never abstracted their character from
their presence we should never know they
had relation to each other. By analysing
what we find and abstracting what recurs
from its many vain incidents we can discover a sustained structure within, which
enables us to tell what we may find in the
future."
Now the search for the minimum essentials is in line with the building up of a
science of education. Project teaching can
not ignore sustained structures, seeking their
equivalent in amorphous immediate experience simply because the latter has firm grasp
upon the attention.
Whether project teaching is a question of
subject matter or of method is of vital concern to project advocates, but they are not
to be trusted alone to give it status as either.
Long before project teaching came upon the
stage to demand a classification as either,
subject matter vs. method had been a perennial question. It had its analog in the question "Which was first, the hen or the egg?"
The biologist, realizing that new forms do
not come into existence suddenly, escapes
any dilemma by answering, "Neither hen nor
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egg was antecedent."
So likewise has the
educator his reply. For any advance in educational practice he disposes of the categories, subject matter or method by the answer,
"It is both." Now any who advocate project teaching should be able to answer the
question, too.
But band-wagon pursuit of
the new and lack of sympathy with the old
and established forfeit the right of many
to answer the question until they have answered the more skeptical who ask, "Is it
either?" The culpability of the project propagandist could be amply demonstrated. Nothing will be gained, however, by merely scolding. The purpose here is to center more attention upon responsibilities incurred in establishing project teaching. In what respects
is the project anything that has not been?
In what respects is it worthy a place in education as inclusive both of subject matter and
of general method?
The present generation of educators acknowledges Dr. John Dewey as its prophet,
but many by their practice and words seem
to reserve the right to clip, limit, extend or
interpret his philosophy to suit themselves.
He has given a lucid presentation of the unity
of subject matter and method. {Democracy
and Educationj Chapter 7.) The following
passages will make dear what must be done
to establish any practice as general method or
even meet the standards of individual
method.
(1) "Method means that arrangement of subject matter which make's it moat effective in use. Never is method Something
outside of the material
How about
method from the standpoint of an individual who is dealing with subject miatter?
Again, it is not something external. It is
simply an effective treatment of material
—efficiency meaning such treatment as
utilizes the material (puts it to a purpose)
with a minimum of waste of time and
energy. We can distinguish a way of:
acting, and discuss it by itself; but the
way exists only as a way-of-dealing-withmaterial. Method is not antithetical to
subject matter, it i's the effective direction
of subject matter to desired results. . . .
Apart from effort to control the course
which the process takes, there Is no distinction of subject matter and method.
(2) "Such matters as knowledge of the past,
of current technique, of materials, of the
ways in which one's own best results are
assured, supply the material for what may
be called general method. There exists
a cumulative body of fairly stable methods
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for reaching results, a body authorized by
past experience and by intellectual analysis, which an individual ignores at his
peril. . . . One must make his own
reaction In any case. Indications of the
standardized or general methods used in
like oases by others—particularly by those
who are already experts—are of worth or
of harm according as they make his personal reaction more Intelligent or as they
induce a person to dispense with exercise
of his own judgment."
(3) "But methods remain the personal concern, approach and attack of an individual
The method of one will
vary from that of another (and properly
vary) a's his original instinctive capacities vary, as his past experiences and
his preference's vary. . . .
Some attitudes may be named, however, which
are central in effective intellectual ways
of dealing with subject matter. Among
the most important are directness, openmindedness, slngle-mindedness (or wholeheartedness), and responsibility."
Now there are plenty of teachers, immature, lacking in initiative, or attempting
the ultr'a-modern, who seek in the project
method a routine or device ready to their
hands.
They lack understanding of their
own responsibilitiy.
Others who advocate
the method are sincere but they reverse the
process inferred in the second quotation ftoml
Dewey.
From successful individual experiences of forward looking teachers they attempt to build up a general practice and
then secure a consensus of values which will
enable them to formulate a philosophy for
project teaching. These belie their discipleship by forgetting his admonition regarding
a cumulative body of fairly stable methods.
While they invoke hs philosophy they pursue
it only so far as it justifies their acts and expressions; or they are satisfied with their acts
and expressions even though they coincide
only in minor elements with his cumulative
philosphy. Examination of articles listed in
bibliographies on project method, reveals
how little comprehensive reference there is
on the part of many to their avowed philosophy. It reveals how little candid acknowledgment there is of defects which must yet
be cured.
It is not necessary, however, to examine
any large portion of project literature to be
convinced of limited outlook and individual
irresponsibility.
Branom in his Project
Method in Education presents the conceptions of a project held by Snedden, Bobbitt,
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Charters and Kilpatrick.
He quotes, too,
from Dennis, Stimson, Randall, and Woodhull, who are doser to the particular origins
of the project. No common understanding
of its essentials is here apparent. In the presentation of the several views it is emphasized
that the approach is extremely recent, that it
looks to objective performance, that it is
concerned with units of activity, and that it
is mechanical rather than philosophical in its
outlook. Stockton in Project Work in Education has done much better in carrying a
liberal philosophy from Rousseau through
Pestallozzi, Froebel, Herbart and Dewey
down to the immediate present.
But the
practical steps in the mutual progress of educational facts and educational dialectic are
credited in undue proportion to the followers
of the ultra-modem school.
If those whom we expect to give best expression to the significance of our educational
advances (are as yet unable to agree upon the
essential characteristics of the project, we
may expect that teachers will continue to be
satisfied in practice with exercisesl hardly to be
denominated as projects. Play, constructive
and representative activities, even less comprehensive exercises, will be so denominated.
Single elements, present in varying degrees,
more or less free activity, more or less pupil
choice or activity, old formal material, more
or less disguised under type questions called
problems, new illustrative materials more or
less carefully weighed for their significance,
will each do duty for the whole of project
teaching.
So because many advocates of
project teaching underestimate the paripassu advance of practice and philosophy in
education, because they have over emphasized
their individual and particular concepts of
a project and their own accomplishment, and
because they have failed to set forth clearly
the essential characteristics which mark the
project concept as an advance, project teachers generally are not entitled to urge its
claims as genetral method, much less demand
sweeping changes in the materials of education.
It is not meant in the foregoing that the
project method has no one to present its
case, but that the one to present it must be
carefully chosen. At any given time the presentation will be safest in the hands of a
philosopher, for while facts and practice are
basic they Constitute the flux of things. Even
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in routine and habit, and when supported by
the inertia of institutions they are transient.
Their formulation and abstraction endures.
It is a highly desirable situation when he who
formulates possesses and gives due weight to
the facts also. It is reasonably safe to repose some trust in his expression. The equal
and alternate advance of philosophy and
practice is explicit in the teaching of Dr. W.
H,. Kilpatrick. For the project method, it
is implicit in his overview of Froebel, Montessori, and Dewey and in his intimate connection with the later experimental schools.
Branom's presentation of Kilpatrick's stand
is fair enough, being taken from the latter's
own article on the project. But it is inadequate for the full significance of Kilpatrick's
conception of the project. This is set forth
as "a wholehearted, purposeful, activity in a
social environment, or more briefly in the
unit element of such activity, the hearty purposeful act." If "unit" be used in the sense,
"that which unifies" and then applied to the
project it will establish the project in a dignified place in method. It will make it inclusive not only of one but of all of the progressive principles expressed in later theory
but applied only in part in most teaching
situations.
This understanding of the project does
not permit making it merely an omniumgatherum of novel suggestions and detached
practice. It can not dignify the project unless it makes clear how worth-while modification, integration, extension and refinement
of what has gone before will be accomplished
by its use. It will be impossible here to catlogue modifications, extensive and intensive,
which may be expected, but they will be most
noticeable in respect to the following essentials.
I. Purpose—Its nature, its conscious
aspects in the universe, in society, in the individual.
Educational aims, values and
functions revolve around this consideration.
The function of the educator for whom purpose can not exist, except as he harmonizes
the purposes of immature individuals and
those of mature societies by arranging and
utilizing gross and particular situations which
permit the realization of objects of universal
worth.
II. Nervous and Mental Mechanism—
A structural, functional, behavioristic typei
of psychology will be basic.
Its informa-
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tive aspects must be extended to provide more
adequate knowledge of the central nervous
system, its grosser and finer structure, neural
units and connection units. It will include
also consideration of mental heritage in terms
of instinct, emotion, general capacity, and
mental acquistion in terms of habits, memories, judgments and reasoned choices. Full
recognition of laws of learning and individual differences in the action of the laws
is not yet universal and new significance of
their moment will undoubtedly come from
project teaching.
III. Activity and Complete Acts—Involving the mutual functioning of mental
equipment, mental states and materials of
education; their results in learning, growth,
education, discipline and culture, apart from
mere quantitative possession of information.
Here appear questions of interest and effort
and their criteria; also motives and motivation. Here arise questions of the curriculum
with its double burden of subject details and
essential factors of control or method. Materials which present central problems, which
can be easily recognized, and about which,
wjhen clearly formulated, activities of pupils
may be organized, will be essential.
The
chief implication in this line will be the selection and use of materials close to the
pupils' hands, lending themselves to easv
pupil control and in close conformity with
social usage. The general concern will be the
progress from a psychological undeveloped
creature to a logical and disciplined member
of the civic body.
This progress will rest
upon the many primary objective responses,
but its finer significance will be realized
through associate and concomitant responses.
In connection with complete activities, type
projects, constructive, problematical, drill
and appreciative, will be developed and the
steps recognizable in the complete activity.
In this connection it will be determined how
far the pupil must be completely responsible
for initiating, planning and completing projects or whether he may be told or helped in
any of the several steps. Probably the complete act is most essential to give project
teaching standing as general method.
Administrative factors will add importance to
this step.
IV. Purely Intellectual Values—Play
and constructive activities do not realize the
highest values in education. In the preced-
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ing paragraph the problem was indicated as
central to selection and organization of subject matter. But the problem is also central
in perfected thought training. Problem solving, as it involves observation, suggestion,
suspended judgment, inductive and deductive
processes of reasoning and proof, together
with the appreciation of conceptual values,
is essential to the extension of science. The
steps in the problem type of thinking, as formulated by Dewey and molded into a study
discipline by Parker and assisted by the development of associate and concomitant responses as presented by Kilpatrick, will enable this more logical and intellectual value
of the project to be realized and a general
discipline to be approached so far as there
may be one to approach.
V. Results—Project teaching faces the
necessity of showing results superior to those
of the older formal practices. It must produce :
1.

More and better information, the working funds of knowledge.
2. Better ways of doing things, skills,
technique.
3. Better habits of thought.
4. Better attitudes, more adequate morals
and ideals.
'This imposes the obligation of extending
such devices of measurement as we now have
so that capacity may be estimated, educational attainments measured and intangible factors, ambition, effect of discipline, moral
ideas, etc., weighed.
This survey by no means exhausts the essential factors and values to be realized. It
will, however, indicate the responsibility of
project teachers if they accept Dr. Kilpatrick's understanding of a project. It ought
to be clear to every one that he can not confess success at the first] attempt because of
some single value realized. It ought to showone duty-bound to check plans and performance against very comprehensive standards.
If project teaching attempts to embody these and other details of liberal theory
in its practice it will face a program which
will occupy its advocates for a decade before
the desired unity is reached. This need not
be deemed a discouraging program. The press
carries news of a scientist who discovered how
to make an X-Ray photograph of objects at
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The ancient Peruvians also
a distance of two hundred and fifty feet road system.
through a wall twenty inches thick. He ex- had a wonderful system of national roads
pects that it will be fifteen years before the connecting all the principal parts of the em
process is made perfect. And X-Ray science pi re.
Bridges were constructed at an early date,
is already well developed.
At a former
too.
The Chinese built roads as public works
meeting of the National Society for Study of
Education at Atlantic City the close of two as early as 2,900 B. C. The Euphrates at
decades of test making was celebrated as es- Babylon was crossed by a stone bridge prior
tablishing their value. Less haste and more to 2,000 B. C.
Although the Romans were the first to
consistent checking of results against standards will certainly help avoid giving offense construct and maintain costly roads, they did
1- he
to well wishers, adding confusion to the al- not begin until late in their history.
ready confused or lending support to those first Roman road known was the "Appian
who are skeptical of the method under any Way" or "Queen of Roads," begun in 312
At first it
circumstances Just as the test maker now B. C. by Appius Claudius.
speaks assuredly of the value of his instru- stretched from Rome to Capua, about one
ment so may the project advocate by patient hundred and forty-two Italian miles. This
progress be able to justify it both as method road is still in use, so it must have been built
properly.
and subject matter.
L. R. Drown
At first the Roman roads were built so
the armies could move quickly; but later,
they served as a basis of a great commerce
which made the Roman Empire one of the
II
greatest the world has ever known.
In France the appointment of Colbert as
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROADS IN
comptroller of finance about 1661 showed a
VIRGINIA
revival of interest in roads. During the administration fifteen thousand miles of hard
Since the beginning of time roads have road were built. The peasants were forced
played a large part in history.
A people to do this work under the old feudal instimay be said to be progressing when they be- tution of the "corvee," which prevailed until
come discontent with the simple things got- Turgot in 1774 abolished some of its most
ten from nature about them and seek to get objectional features.
The present system
goods from their neighbors.
To obtain was established by Napoleon, largely through
these goods from their neighbors they must the adoption of the innovations instituted by
develop some means of transportation.
Tresaguet. The basis of this system is the
This school
The first stage in the development of School of Roads and Bridges.
transportation is the pack-train state. Here is one of the finest technical schools in the
the man follows old foot-paths which have world. It is maintained entirely at the exHighbeen artificially cleared. The pack mule may pense of the national government.
still be seen in more than one-half of the way engineers who are entrusted with the
inhabited world today.
Especially is this construction and maintenance of the roads of
true of South America and a large part of France are chosen from the graduates of
this school. Out of the three hundred and
our continent.
When or where the first road was built fifty-five thousand miles of roads in France
is not known, but Herodotus speaks of a twenty-three thousand, eight hundred and
great Egyptian road on which King Cheops twenty are closed as national roads and are,
The
employed one hundred thousand men for ten therefore, the property of the state.
remainder
of
the
roads
are
maintained
by
years. It was built of massive stone blocks
ten feet deep and lined on both sides with local governments with occasional aid from
temples, mausoleums, porticoes, and statues. the state.
Although the first known toll road, as
The streets of Babylon were paved in 2,000
B. C. Several well-surfaced roads radiated given by Strabo, was the road leading from
to neighboring cities.
Before its fall Car- Babylon to Syria, the toll system was not
thage was the center of a highly developed definitely adopted in England as a means of

